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ABSTRACT 
The consequences of arbitrary changes of the final demand vector for the gross 
production vector in the open Leontief model are studied, and several properties of 
non-negative irreducible square matrices are obtained. 
1. PRELIMINARY REMARKS AND DEFINITIONS 
In this paper T will invariably be used for a non-negative irreducible 
(n, n) matrix with n E N; N is the set of natural numbers > 1. For each 
nEfVweshallwrite(n)={l,..., n}. The matrix T = { tii} is called nun-nega- 
tive if and only if tii > 0 for each i, i E (n), and is called irreducible if and 
only if for each i,i e(n) there is an element keN, dependent on i and j, 
such that ~7)>0 with Tk= {t$)}; see e.g. [5], Definition 1.6. We then define 
To= I, the (n,n) identity matrix. The ith unit vector of Iw” is denoted by 
e,=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0)’ for each iE(n), and we shall write l=(l,...,l)‘~ 
R”. 
For any x E W” we shall use the following notations: 
x>O ifxi>OforeachiE(n), 
x>O ifx>Oandx#O, 
x>>O if x, >0 for each iE(n). 
Similar notations are used for matrices. 
The symbol s will denote any positive real number, and r the Perron- 
Frobeniw eigenvalue of T; see e.g. [5], Theorem 1.5. It is clear that Tl is the 
vector of row sums of T and T’l the vector of column sums of T. Hence, 
(sl- T)l > 0 means that all row sums of T are less than or equal to s and at 
least one row sum is less than s; (sl- T’)l > 0 means the same for the 
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column sums of T. In [2] the so-called M(inkowski)-matrices are studied. An 
M-matrix is any matrix of the form SI - A, with s > 0, A > 0, and r > s, where 
T is the Perron-Frobenius root of A. Many properties of M-matrices are given 
in [2, Chapter 61, and an extensive bibliography can be found in this book. 
2. THE MINKOWSKI THEOREM 
The following proposition is the well-known Minkowski theorem; see e.g. 
[6], Theorem 4.C.10. 
PROPOSITION 1. (SI- T)l>O ur (sl- T’)l>O * T<S. 
Proof. The following inequalities for r are direct consequences of the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem (see e.g. [5], Theorem 1.5): 
min 2 t.. 6 r < max 5 tii, 
iE<n) i_l ‘I iE<n) j=l 
with equality on either side implying equality throughout. Similar inequali- 
ties hold for the column sums of T. If all row sums of T are equal to CX, then 
r=a and it follows from (s-o)l>O that T=(Y<s. If not all row sums are 
equal, then r < mui E cn> E” t i _ 1 ii, and it also follows that r <s. l 
The converse of the above proposition is not true in general, for consider 
the matrix 
1 15 
22 
T=E 8. 
i 1 22 22 
Itisobviousthatr=&(9+~)<~<1.Takings=l,wefindthatr<s. 
However, there is both a row sum and a column sum which exceeds unity. 
3. THE OPEN LEONTIEF MODEL 
We shall consider the following equation system: 
(sI- T)” = c 
with c>O and XER”. 
0) 
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For s= 1 the equation system (1) can be interpreted as an open Leontief 
(input-output) model, with c being the cfinul) demand vector and x the (gross) 
production vector; T is then the input-coefficient matrix of the model. An 
introductory discussion of the open Leontief model can be found in R.G.D. 
Allen [l, Chapter 111. 
It is common to consider also the “dual system”: 
(sI- T’)p = v, (2) 
T’ being the transpose of T, v > 0, and p E R”. Then v is interpreted as the 
vector of the value added of the commodities, and p the vector of prices of 
the commodities. A link between the models (1) and (2) is given by the 
relation 
interpreting x=(x1 ,..., x,J’, c=(ci ,..., c,)‘, p=(p, ,..., p,)‘, and v= 
(o i, . . . ,v,)‘. The expression (3) can be interpreted as follows: the “national 
income” and the “national product” are equal. 
4. THE INTERPRETATION OF ROW AND COLUMN SUMS 
The expression ($1 - T)l > O-all row sums of T are less than or equal to 
s, and at least one row sum is less than s-can be interpreted for s = 1 as 
follows: suppose that of each commodity exactly one unit is produced. Then 
Z;_ itii is the total amount of commodity i required for the production of this 
particular combination of commodities. It is clear that this amount may not 
exceed the production of commodity i, and that at least one commodity is 
available for demand outside the industry section, i.e., the final demand. 
The expression (sl - T’)l > O-all column sums of T are less than or 
equal to s, and at least one column sum is less than s-can be interpreted in 
the following way: choose the measuring unit of each commodity to be such 
that the price of each commodity equals one (e.g. in dollars). Then 2Tsltif is 
the total amount the jth industry pays (per unit) for raw materials and 
intermediate commodities. The ith industry receives one (dollar) per unit. 
Hence, the expression above means that the value added (output per unit) is 
non-negative for all commodities and strictly positive for at least one 
commodity. So at least one industry is able to pay the factors labor and 
capital. See also [6], p. 364. 
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In [S, p. 311 Seneta writes that “it is difficult to ascribe a direct meaning 
in economic terms to the condition C’,‘_,$ < 1 with strict inequality for at 
least one i.” His interpretation of “all column sums are less than or equal to 
unity and at least one is less than unity”-viz.: if commodities are measured 
in dollar worth units, no industry operates at a loss and at least one operates 
at a profit in terms of internal (“nonlabor”) factors-is not based on the 
usual assumptions of the open Leontief model (see [l], Chapter 11). An 
interpretation is given above. 
5. CHANGING THE DEMAND VECTOR 
The following proposition plays an essential part throughout this paper. 
PROPOSITION 2. The equation system (1) has a solution x > 0 fm each 
c>O if and only if T<S. In this case there is only one solution x>>O, which 
is given by 
x = (SI- T)-‘c. (4) 
Proof. See [S], Theorem 2.1, and also [2], Theorem 2.3 (N38 and N39). 
n 
For each cr, c, > 0 define AC E R” by 
AC = c2 - cl. (5) 
In virtue of Proposition 2 there are vectors x,,xs,>>O such that (sI- T)x, =ci 
and (sZ - T)xa = cs, provided r <s. Define Ax E I? by 
Ax = x, - x1. (6) 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r<s. Then the fobwing assertions hold: 
(a) Ac#O ti Ax#O; 
(b) Ac>O * Ax>>O; 
(c) Ac<O + Ax<O. 
Proof. 
(a) Note that AC = cs - ci = (sl - T)(x, - xi) = (sZ - T) Ax. Hence, 
(d- 2’) Ax = AC. (7) 
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If Ax = 0, then (7) implies that AC = 0. So AC #O implies that Ax #O. As r <s, 
Proposition 2 implies that (sZ - T)- ‘BO. Therefore, 
(sZ- T)-‘Ac = Ax. (8) 
If AC = 0, it follows from (8) that Ax = 0. Hence, Ax #O implies AC #O. 
(b) Take any AC > 0. Proposition 2 implies directly that Ax>O. 
(c) As Ac<O implies -Ac>O, it follows from (7) that (sZ- T)( -Ax) = 
(-AC). Again Proposition 2 implies that - Ax>>O; hence AxgO. n 
Taking s= 1 in the above theorem, we obtain, in terms of the open 
Leontief model, the following interpretations: 
(a) means that the production of at least one commodity changes if and 
only if the demand for at least one commodity changes. 
(b) means that if the demand for at least one commodity increases, then 
the production of all commodities increases. 
(c) means the same as (b) for a decrease of the demand. 
However, it may so happen that Axi = 0 and Aci > 0 for some i E (n >, as 
the following example shows: 
Take 
2 1 1 
T=i1 1 1. 
i 1 1 1 2 
Then 
(I- q-1 = f 
5 3 4 
3 3 3 
4 3 5 I* 
Taking AC= ( - 1, l,O)‘, it follows that Ax = $( -2,O, - 1)‘. Hence, AC, = 1 and 
Axs-0. 
The converse of Theorem 3(b) is not true in general. Take for instance 
AC = (2,0, - 1)‘. Then Ax = $(6,3,3)‘>>0. Similarly, the converse of (c) is not 
true in general. 
Note that Theorem 3 is a generalization of one due to M. Morishima [4, 
Chapter I, Theorem 6 (first part)]. 
Replacing T by its transpose T’, c by v, and x by p, we obtain the 
equation system (2). Proposition 2 now implies that (2) has for each v>O a 
solution p > 0 if and only if s > r; in this case there is only one solution p>O, 
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which is given by p = (sZ - T’) -Iv. Theorem 3 also implies that: 
(a’) Av#O G+ Ap#O; 
(b’) Av > 0 + Ap>O; 
(c’) Av<O + Ap<O; 
provided r<s. The interpretation of (b’) for instance is: if the value added of 
at least one commodity increases, then the prices of all commodities in- 
crease. 
Throughout this paper we shall give the interpretation in terms of the 
model (1) only; interpretations in terms of (2) are left to the reader. We also 
note that, generally speaking, only the assertions of the theorems are 
interpreted; the conditions under which the assertions hold are mostly 
omitted in the interpretations. 
6. ON POWERS OF THE MATRIX T 
The next two lemmas are subsidiary to the proof of a theorem concerning 
absolute changes of the production vector in the system (1). 
LEMMA 4. Let k E N. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) (sl- T)l> 0 * (skZ- Tk)l > 0; 
(b) (sl- T)l>O w (s’;l- Tk)l>>O; 
(c) (SZ- T)l>O w (s’z-Tk)l>O, provided T>>Ound k>2. 
Proof. 
(a) If (sZ- T)l>O, then Tl<sl, and hence T21=T(T1)~T(sl)<s21. 
By induction on k it follows that Tk 1 < s k 1, and therefore, that (s kZ - Tk)l > 
0. The reverse of this implication is trivial. 
(b) The proof is similar to the proof of (a): replace > by >. 
(c) Let (sZ - T)l > 0; we may then assume that x7= rtii <s for certain 
i E (n). The proof is by induction on k. First take k =2. As Ey_ Itf) = 
2,” t. Y k_l ,k m_ltkm, tik>O for each kE(n), and z”,,,t,<s for some kc(n), 
it follows that ~~,i$)<s~~,, ik t <s2 for each iE(n). Now assume that 
(sk-‘Z- Tk-‘)l>O, and hence Z$,It$!-l)<sk-l for each jE(n). Then 
< 5 tqsk-l (because tii > 0 for each i, j E (n)) 
j=l 
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< s.sk-i = Sk for each i I. 
Therefore we have in fact that (skZ- Tk)l>>O. n 
Note that the irreducibility of T is not used in the above proof, so Lemma 
4 holds for any non-negative (n, n) matrix T. 
LEMMA 5. For each k E N the folluuing holdr: 
(skZ- Tk)x = $ Sk-myn-lC (9) 
m==l 
Proof. l The proof of (9) is by induction on k. For k= 1 (9) is un- 
doubtedly true, because in this case (9) is equivalent to (1). Take k > 2 and 
assume that (9) holds for k - 1. We will show that (9) also holds for k: 
k-l 
Tkx = T(Tk-lx) = T @-lx- 2 
( 
&m-lTm-lC 
m=l 1 
k-l k-l 
= Sk-l(p,q _ x Sk-m-lTmC = Sk-ySX-C) _ x Sk-m-l’fmC 
m=l m-l 
k k 
=E SkX - Sk--lToC _ x Sk-_mTm--lC -_ SkX _ x sk-~-lca 
Wl=Z 
Hence, (skZ- Tk)~=~~,l~k-mTm-l~. 
m=l 
7. POSITIVITY AND NEGATIVITY OF THE CHANGE 
OF THE PRODUCTION 
For each z E R” we define 
l?(z) = 
P+(Z) = 
L(Z) = 
VECTOR 
{ili~(n) andzi#O}, 
{iliE andzj>O}, 
{ili~(n) andzi<O}. 
‘The lemma also follows from Z~,,sk-‘“Tm-‘-(skI- Tk)(sI- T)-*. 
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Note that l?(z) = T+(z) u r_(z), and that l?+(z) n r_(z) = 0. ALSO, note that 
r(z) = 0 if and only if z = 0, and that I’(z) = (n) if and only if zi #O for each 
i E (n). When confusion is unlikely to occur we shall write r, I?+, and I? _ 
instead of I+), r+(z), and r_(z), respectively. 
In economic terms r(Ac), r+ (AC), and r -(AC) are those industries in 
which the demand changes, increases, or decreases, respectively. 
THEOREM 6. Let r <s. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) Ax>0 e Axi> fm each iEr_(Ac); 
(b) Ax<<0 w Ax,<0 for each iEI’+(Ac). 
Proof It is clear that (b) is to be shown in the same way as (a), so only 
the proof of (a) is given. In one direction the double implication of (a) is 
clear. So all we need to prove is that if Axj > O for each j ET_, then Ax>O. 
Let T* be the submatrix of T which arises from T by deleting all rows and 
columns with index in I’_, Note that the number of rows and columns of T* 
is [r-l. By I, we understand the (n-IlYl,n--Ir_1) identity matrix; Ax* is 
Ax with elements with index in r_ deleted; 1, and 0, are 1 and 0, 
respectively, with n - Jr_ I e ements 1 deleted. Obviously, the implication 
holds if T_ =0 and if r_ =(n). So we may assume that 0#l?Z(n). 
Note that 0 <n - IF _ ) <n. Let (Y be the smallest positive number such that 
tf) > 0 for some i @ I? _ and some i E I’_. The definition of (Y implies directly 
that tf)=O for each ZCE(CX--1), each i@r_, and each iElI’_. Note that if 
tit>0 for some igl?_ and jEr_, then o=l, because tp)=O for each 
i,i E (n) with i#j. Hence, for each k E(a - 1) all elements of the vector 
Tk AC with index not in T_ are non-negative, and it follows from (9) that for 
each mBr_ 
PAX,,,- 2 tj,$Ax, > 0, 
k=l 
or 
PAX,,, - 2 t%AXk ;4 k&t$,$AXk. 
k@T_ 
By definition, there is an element m, G! r _ and an element k, E r _ such that 
tg&>o, and as Ax,>0 for each kEr_, it follows that CkEr_t,$Axk>O. 
Hence. 
2 t%'kAXk <PAX,,,/ 
kel-_ a 
Therefore, (s*Z, - T”,)Ax, >O,. 
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As r<s, it follows that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of T*, is less 
than sn, and according to Proposition 2 we find that Ax,>O,. Hence, 
Ax,,, > 0 for each m B F_ , and so we have in fact that Ax>zO. I 
In terms of the open Leontief model Theorem 6 means that if the 
production increases of all commodities for which the demand decreases, 
then all productions increase, and if the production decreases of all commod- 
ities for which the demand increases, then all productions decrease. Note 
that if the production increases of an industry in which the demand 
decreases, then-by virtue of Theorem 3-there must be an industry in 
which the demand increases. 
Axi > 0 does not necessarily imply that Aci > 0 for some i E(n). So one 
may have the situation on the right-hand side of the implication in Theorem 
6(a). Consider for instance the following matrix: 
2 1 1 
T 
=lll, I 1 1 1 2 
and take s = 4. Then 
; I 
5 3 4 
(4Z- T)-’ = 3 3 4 3 3. 1 5 
Taking AC = (2, - LO)‘, it follows that Ax = i (7,3,5)‘>0. 
8. BOUNDS TO THE CHANGES OF THE PRODUCTIONS 
THEOREM 7. Let (sZ - T)l > 0. Then for each i E(n) the follmkg 
holds: 
min 
( 
0, ,i$_ Axi < Axi < max 
I ( 
0, sup Axi . 
ier+ I 
Proof. We shall only give the proof of the right-hand-side part of (lo), 
for the proof of the other part is obviously analogous. The right-hand-side 
part of (10) is denoted by (10’). 
Let r+ = 0. Then max{O, supiEr+ Ax,} = max{O, sup{A$ i E 0}} = 
max{O,sup0} =max{O, -co} =O. If, moreover, I_ -0, then I’=0, and it 
follows from Theorem 3(a) that Ax = 0, whence we may conclude that (10’) 
holds in case I’= 0. Now let I_ #0. Then AC < 0, and Theorem 3(c) implies 
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that Ax<O. Hence, (10’) also holds in this case. So we may assume now that 
I? + # 0. This implies that we must show that for each i E (n) 
Axi < max( 0, mu+ Axj). (11) 
If A5<0 for each jEI’+, then max{O,maxjEr+A~~}=O. On the other hand, 
Theorem 6 implies that Ax<O. Therefore, (11) holds in case Ax1 <0 for each 
jElY+. So we may also assume now that Axi> for some jEr+. Then (11) 
implies that we must show that for each i E (n) 
Axi < ,rnF Axi. 
‘E + 
To that end, let us suppose to the contrary that there is an element i @I’+ 
such that A$ > maxfEr+ Axi. Let AXE =maxi4r+ Axi with mBT+. Hence, 
A% 
> Ax, if i@l?+, 
>Axi if iEr+. 
Note that Ax, > 0. Let (Y be the smallest positive number such that t$ > 0 
for some i E I? + . This definition implies directly that t$ = 0 for each k E (a - 
l), a>2, and each jET+. Note that if tmi > 0 for some j E I’+ and i #m, 
then (Y = 1, because t,$i = 0 for each 1 E (n) with j #m. Lemma 5 implies that 
(s*Z- T*)Ax = i s~-~T~-‘Ac. 
k=l 
Obviously, the mth element of the vector Tk-' AC is nonpositive for each 
kE(a), so that 
s” Ax,,, < 2 tgl;Axk < Ax,,, 2 t$ 
k=l k=l 
As A% > 0, it follows that &!_ r ts >s”. On the other hand, it follows from 
Lemma 4(a) that (saZ- T")l > 0, and hence that IZ:nkclt,$ <s”, and we arrive 
at a contradiction. 
The conclusion is that in fact Ax, Q maxiEr+ Ax,, and therefore (1O’) holds. 
n 
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COROLLARY 8. Let (sl- T)l>O and mE<n). l%en 
(a) Ax, =ma+r+ Axi > 0 + AC,,, > 0; 
(b) Ax, =mi+r_ Axi<0 + Ac,,,<O. 
Proof. We shall give the proof of (a). Let Ax,,,=maxier+Axi >O for 
some mE(n). Then Theorem 7 implies that Ax,,,=max,,+,~A~~. As AC= 
SAX-TAX, we find that Ac,=sAx,-Z”,,,t,Ax,>[s-~,“,,,t~]A~u,O. 
n 
Note that if m E r+ in Corollary S(a), then AC, > 0. 
In terms of the open Leontief model Corollary B(a) asserts that the 
maximum of all the increases of the productions occurs in an industry in 
which the demand does not decrease. The next example will demonstrate 
that AC,,, can be zero. 
Take T as in the previous example, and take s =4. Then AC = (0, 1,O)' 
implies that Ax = (1, 1,l)‘. Note that Ax, is the maximum, but 1 B I+ = (2). 
COROLLARY 9. Let (sZ- T)l > 0, and bt there be indices jl,jz EI’(Ac) 
such that A?, < 0 and Axip > 0. Then for each i E (n) the following holds. 
min Azq < Ax, < ,rn~ Aq. 
/EL + 
02) 
Proof, Only the right-hand side of (12) is proved. First note that 
I’+ #la. For if r+ =0, then AC < 0, and it follows from Theorem 3(a), (c) 
that Ax < 0, which contradicts the fact that AxiS > 0. Now Theorem 7 implies 
that for each i E(n), Ax, < max{O,supiEr+ Axi} =max/Er+ Axi. n 
In terms of the open Leontief model Corollary 9 asserts that the maximal 
increase or minimal decrease of the productions occurs in those industries in 
which the demand increases or decreases, respectively. 
The following examples show that the bounds in (10) are sharp. 
Take T as in the previous example and s ~4. Let AC = (4,0, - 1)‘. Then 
I’+ ={l} and r_ ={3}. It is easy to verify that Ax=i(16,9,11). Hence, 
max+=r+ Ax/ = Axi = T and minter_ Axi = Ax, = $. Note that Ax, < 
mm,&_ A+ 
Taking AC= (1, - l,O)‘, it follows that Ax= 5(2,0,1)‘. Hence, minfEr_ Axj 
=O. Now let AC= (0, 1,O)'. Then Ax = (1, 1,l)‘. So it may happen that the 
bounds in Theorem 7 are achieved in case i @I. Theorem 6 shows that the 
lower bound in (10) is not achieved if Axi >O for each i EI’_. Also, if 
(sl- T)l>O and Ac>O, then-by Theorem 3(b)-the lower bound is not 
achieved. 
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THEOREM 10. Let T>>O, (d- T)l>O, and I(Ac)#RI. Then for each 
i 65 I’(Ac) the foUowing holds: 
min 0, ,in{_ Axj 
( I 
< Axi < max 
i 
0, sup Axi . 
iEr+ 1 
(13) 
Proof. We shall only give the proof of the right-hand side of (13). 
Clearly, if I+ = 0, then AC < 0, and it follows from Theorem 3(c) that Ax<O. 
Hence, Axi <0= max{O,supiErZr Axi} for each i E (n). So we may assume that 
lY+#0. If Axj<O for each iEI+, then-again by Theorem 6(b)-Ax<O, 
which is what we set out to prove. Therefore, we may assume that Axi > 0 
for some i EI’,. Now suppose, to the contrary, that for some i Gr +, 
Axi > maxiEr+ Axi. Let Ax,,,=rna~,~r+Ax~ for some mGl?+. Hence, Ac,<O, 
and it follows that Ax, > Ax, for each i I. As T>O, it follows from 
(sl-T)Ax=Ac that sA~,<C”,,,t,Ax,<dx~~fik,~t~. If Ax,,,=O, then 
Cl_ ltd Ax, =O. This implies, as T>>O, that Ax= 0, but then-by Theorem 
3(a)-Ac= 0, which implies that I = 0, and this is a contradiction. Hence, 
Ax,,,>O. So we find that Cicltd >s. However, (sZ- T)l>O implies that 
X,nk _ 1 tik <s for each i E (n) . So we have another contradiction. 
The conclusion is that in fact Ax, < maxiEr+ Axi for each i 4lJAc). n 
The right-hand side of (13) holds for i B I + (AC), and the left-hand side for 
i @I?_(Ac). 
In terms of the open Leontief model this theorem asserts that for any 
positive matrix with all row sums strictly less than unity, the changes of the 
productions for industries in which the demands remain constant are strictly 
between the maximal increase or minimal decrease of the productions of 
those industries in which the demands increase or decrease, respectively. 
9. THE METZLER THEOREM 
The symbol cii(s) stands for the (i,i) cofactor of the matrix sI - T, and 
adj( sl - T) = { cii} stands for the adjoint of sl - T. Note that adj(sZ - T) is the 
transpose of the matrix of the cofactors of sI- T. When there can’t be any 
ambiguity we shall write cii instead of c&s). Proposition 2 implies directly 
that the inverse of sl- T exists and that (sZ - T)-'>O, provided that r <s. 
Recall that if r<s, then 
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So if r<s, then it follows from (sZ- T)x=c that x=(sZ- T)-‘c=(l/(sZ- 
2’1) adj( sZ - T) c; hence for each i E (n) we find that 
*i = & kgl 
11. Zf (sZ - T)l > 0, then the following axmtions are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) (sl- T)l=O (all row sum of Tare equal to s); 
(b) (sl- T/=0; 
(c) adj(sZ- T)>>O and c, = cki for each k,i,jE(n) (all rows of adj(sZ- 
T) are equal). 
Proof. 
(a)+(b): (sl- T)l =0 implies that the system (sZ - T)x =0 of homoge- 
neous equations has a nonzero solution, namely 1; hence (sl- TI = 0. 
(b)*(a): If, to the contrary, (sl- T)l >O, then-by Proposition l-r <s, 
so ]sZ - T( > 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we have that (sZ - T)l = 0. 
(b)+(c): The following identity is well known (see e.g. [5], p. 5): 
(sl- T)adj(sZ- T) = ]sZ- TIZ. (16) 
As IsZ- TI -0, (16) implies that (sZ- T)adj(sZ- T)e, =O for each i E(n). As 
(a)@@), we find that for each i I there is an element oi #O such that 
adj(sZ- T)e, = ail, 
and this implies that alI rows of adj(sZ- T) are equal. Proposition 1 together 
with (a) implies that r = s, and therefore adj( sZ - T) = adj( rZ - T) > 0; see e.g. 
[5], p. 5. Hence, cri >0 for each L/E(n). 
(c)+(a): As ah rows of adj(sZ- T) are equal, it follows that ]adj(sZ- T)I 
=O. If, to the contrary, (sl- T) > 0, then-by Proposition I-r<s, and (16) 
implies that ladj(sZ- T)] = 1, so we have a contradiction. Therefore, (sl- T)l 
-0. n 
The following theorem is the same as [5, Theorem 2.31. The proofs are 
quite different, however; our proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 7 
and Lemma 11. See also [4], p. 18. 
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THEOREM 12 (Metzler’s theorem). Zf (si-T)l>O, then for each i,jE 
(n) the following holds: 
0 < c&s) < Cii(S). (17) 
Proof. We distinguish the following two cases: 
(a) (sZ-T)>O. Take any Ac>O such that l?=r+={i} for some in 
(n). Theorem 3(b) implies that Ax>O, and Theorem 7 that Axi < Ax, for 
each j E (n). Now it follows from (15) that 
0 < I,’ TI Cii ACi < I,,: TJ ciiACi* 
so that in fact O<c,/ <cii for each i,jE(n). 
(b) (sZ - T) I= 0. Lemma 1 l(c) now implies directly that 0 <cii = cii for 
each i,iE(n). 
From (a) and (b) it follows that (17) is true. n 
THEOREM 13. Zf T>O and (sZ- T)l>O, then fm each i,iE(n) with 
i#i the following hoi%: 
0 < c&s) < Cii(S). (18) 
Proof. Take any Ac>O such that I=r+ = {i} for some iE(n). Then 
Theorem 3(b) implies that Ax>>O, and Theorem 10 that Axi < Axi for each 
j E(n) with j#i. From (15) it follows that in fact 0 <cii <cli for each 
i,iE(n) with i#i. n 
In [S] Seneta asserts that cii <cii for each i, i I provided T >0 
(Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.3). In his formulation two requirements should be 
added, viz. that i#i and that all row sums must be strictly less than s. 
Theorem 13 can also be found in G. Debreu and I. N. Herstein [2, p. 6031. 
10. MATRICES OF CLASS M(x) 
Let x E R. We say that an (n, n) matrix A = { ait} is of ckzss M(x) if and 
only if 
uii-uii=r 
for each i,iE(n) with i#j. 
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This definition implies that if A = { uij} E M(x), then 
%I az2-x **. a,,--2 
all--x as2 ‘** a,,-r 
A= %1--x a,,-x *** a,,-x 
a I_ %1--x az2-x *.* nn 
Examples of matrices of class M(x) are therefore: 
i 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 [ 
5 
1 
1 
2 
6 
2 
3 
3 , 
7 I I 
2 
4 
4 
4 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
189 
0 
0 
0 * 
-2 i 
Note that Z E M( 1). 
LEMMATA. LetxER. Z‘henAEM(x)~sZ-AEM(s-x). 
Proof. AEM w aii-aii=x, i#i H (s-aaii)-(-aii)=s-xx, i#i @ 
sZ-AEM(s-x). w 
LEMMATA. ZktA={ajj}EM(x)forsumexER. ThenA>O,irreducible 
~r<a,,andai,>OforeachiE(n). 
Proof. Trivial. n 
THEOREM 16. Let x E R. Then A = { uii} EM(x) implies that 
(A( = x”-I ( zl%-(n-l)x). 
Proof. 
a11 a,,-x .a. a,,-x %l a2,--x *** a,,-x 
Q-X a22 a 
[A(= . . *..’ nna-X= 7” ” *.** 0 
all-x a22-x *.* a ?l” -X ;, . :. ;- 
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= allx n-1+ x”-l(a,-x) +-e* +x”-l(a,,-x) 
=X n-1( 2 aii-(n-1)x), 
i-l 
where we have expanded the right-hand determinant on its first column. n 
THEOREM 17. Let x E R and A E M(r). Then the following holds: 
LX”-lA1 = IAll. 
Proo$ Clearly, A 1 = 2;= la,i - (n - 1)x. Theorem 16 implies directly that 
x”-‘Al=jAIl. n 
Note that all row sums of class-M(x) matrices are equal. 
THEOREM 18. Let xER\{O}. Then 
A EM(X) .s adj(A) EM 
Proof. Take any A E M(x) with x E R\(O), and let adj(A) = { 4}. It 
follows directly from Theorem 16 that bfi = xn-2[XkkZiakk - (n -2)x] for each 
i E (n). Obviously, bii = - x “-2(ati - x) for each i,i I with i#i. Hence, 
b, - bii = ~“-~(~:,_+~a, - nx +2x + aii - x) = ~“-~[&~a~ -(n - 1)x] = 
[AI/x. The reverse implication follows analogously. a 
11. MA2UMAL AND MINIMAL CHANGE OF DEMAND 
AND PRODUCTION 
THEOREM 19. Let (sI - T)l > 0. Then the following assertions are equiu- 
alat: 
(i) TEM(r)for som4? xER; 
(ii) Axi<Axi w Aci<Aci, for each i,j~r(Ac). 
Proof. 
(i)*(ii): Take any xER and any T E M(x). As all row sums of T are 
equal (see Theorem 17), it follows that for each ie(n), Z;,lt,=Z”,,ltkk- 
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(n - 1)x <s. As tii - x >0 for each i E (r~) (see Lemma 15), it follows that 
s> i: t,,-(n-l)x>nx-(n-1)x=x. 
k-l 
Take any i, j E I’(Ac) with i #i. Then 
Aci < Aci .X -k~,i(t~-x)Axk+(s-tii)Axi-(t,-x)Axj 
< - ,z i(tM-x)Axk + (s-tH)Axf - (tii-x)Axi 
.++ (s-tii)Axi-(tjj-x)Axj < (s-tti)Axj-(tii-x)Axi 
e sAxi - tiiAxi - tjiAxj + xAxi < sAxi - tiiAxi - tiiAxi + xAx, 
ej sAxi + xAxi < sAxi + xAxi 
G+ (s-x)Axi < (,-.)A, 
* Axi < Axi. 
(i+(i): Suppose, to the contrary, that T 4&f(x) for each xE IF& We 
distinguish two cases: 
(a) tai #tflf for some cll,p,i E (n) with (Y #j#p#cr. So there are elements 
x, y~lW such that tai =tii-x#tij-y=tfij. Let x<y, and take Ax such that 
Axr = 1, Ax, = ( y - x)/(s - taa + t& > 0, and Axi =O, with (Y #i#j. Then it 
follows that AC, = -t,+x+(s-t,,)Ax,andAcp=-tlii+y-ta,Ax,.AsAx, 
>Ax, = 0, it follows from (ii) that AC, > AcP. Hence, - tii + x + s Ax, - ta, AX~ 
> -$+y-&Ax,, or y - x < (s - t,, + t,J Ax, = y - x. This is a contradic- 
tion, so we have that x= y, or that tai = tpi for each q&i E(n) with 
a#j#p. 
(b) taa - t, #t,, - tip for some i, i, a,/3 E(n) with i #ff #/l#i. So there are 
elements x, y E R such that t,, - x #t,, - y. Let x < y, and take Ax such that 
Ax,#O#Ax, and Axi =0 for each i#a,P. Then 
AC, - Acp =[(s-taa)Ax,+(-taP+y)Ax~]-[(-t,,+x)Ax,+(s-tpp)Axp] 
= (s - x) AX~ - (s - y) Ax,. 
Note that x<y implies that s-x>s- y. First let s-x=0. Then s- y<O. 
Taking Axs =2Ax, > 0, we find that AX~ < AxP, but that AC, >Ac,. This 
contradicts (ii). In the same way, s - y = 0 leads to a contradiction. So we 
may assume that s - x#O#s - y. Taking AxB = [(s - x)/(s - y)]Ax,, we find 
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that Axs > Axa, but that AC, = AC,, which contradicts (ii). Therefore, x= y, 
and thus t,, - th = tap- tip for each i,j,a,p E(n) with i#a#p#j. 
The conclusion is that in fact T E M(x) for some x E R. n 
COROLLARY 20. Let (si-T)l>O and IT(Ac)#0. Then TEM(x) for 
some x E Iw if and only if one of the following assertiona holds: 
(a) Ax,,,= izax> Ax, w AC,,,= ygyAcf; 
(b) Ax,,, = $> Axi @ AC,,, = s AC,. 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 19(ii) that if T E M(x) for some 
x E R, then (a) holds. Now suppose that (a) holds. We’ll show that T E M(x) 
for some x E R, or, equivalently, that Theorem 19(ii) holds. Suppose, to the 
contrary, that there are vectors AC and Ax such that Axi < Axi and AC, > Aci 
for some i, i E (n). Let AC be the zero vector except that the ith and jth 
elements are Aci and Aci, respectively. It then follows that AC* is the 
maximum, and by (a) we find that Axi is the maximum. But this contradicts 
Ax, < Axi. Therefore we have that in fact Theorem 19(ii) holds. n 
In terms of the open Leontief model, CoroIlary 20 asserts that the 
maximal or minimal change of the demand and the production occurs in the 
same industry if and only if the matrix T is of class M(x) for some x E R. So 
-as was to be expected-if the maximal or minimal change of the demand 
occurs in one industry, then the maximal or minimal change of the produc- 
tion will generally occur in another. Consider the following example with 
TEM(-2): Take 
0 
T=2 I 
3 6 
2 16. I 3 4 
Note that all row sums are equal to 9. Take s = 10. Then 
10 -3 -6 
-2 9 -6 I and (lOZ- T)-’ = 
-2 -3 6 
& 
Taking AC = (12, - 12,24)‘, it follows that Ax = (12,10,13)‘. Note that AC, = 
maxi e <3) Aci, and Axs = maxi E <a) Axi, and that AC, = mini E <s) AC,, and Ax, = 
min* E<3) ‘“i’ 
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12. BOUNDS TO THE RELATIVE CHANGE OF DEMAND 
AND PRODUCTION 
In the previous part of this paper only absolute changes of the final 
demand and the gross production were studied; the remainder will be 
devoted to the study of relative changes. 
Let c+ #O and ri #O for some i E (n). The relative change of the final 
demand ci and the gross production xi of any commodity i are formulated as 
AX. 2 and 3, 
% ‘i 
respectively. 
The next theorem is a generalization of M. Morishima’s [4, Theorem 61, 
and the proof relies partly on a technique used in Morishima’s proof. 
THEOREM 21. Let r<s and c>O. Then for each iE(n) the folbwing 
holds: 
Proof. Only the proof of the right-hand side of (19) is given. Note that 
Proposition 2 implies that x>O. If P+ =0, then (19) holds trivially (see the 
proof of Theorem 7). So we may assume that lY+ #0. If Axj < 0 for each 
jEP+, then Theorem 6(b) implies that Axx<<O. Hence, supjer+ Axi/xj<O, so 
that in fact Axi/xi<O=max{O,supi,,+ Axi/xi} for each iE(n). We may 
also assume, therefore, that AXE > 0 for some i EI’, . It now follows that 
max{O,supi,,+AXj/Xi}=maxi~r+ Axi/+ so we just have to show that for 
each i E(n), 
AX. AX. 
-< max-. 
Xi iEr+ Xi 
Define c’ = c+Ac>O and x’=x+Ax. For each iE(n) there are elements 
pi,& E lK! such that 
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Clearly, $#l for each jar, and h,#O for each in. 
Lemma 5 assures that for each OL E iW the following holds: 
(PI- 2-*)x = g sa-hF1c, 
h=l 
so that for each i E (n), 
or 
saxi = 
k-l k=l h-l 
On the other hand, we have that (sl - T)x’ = c’, so that for each i E (n> 
(21) 
(22) 
(21) and (22) imply that for each (Y E N and each i E(n) 
(23) 
Obviously (20) is equivalent to 
AX. AX. 
max -=max’. 
iE(n) Xi /ET+ Xf 
Suppose to the contrary that 
Define A c (n) as follows: 
mEh ++ 
Ax. Ax,,, 
max -=x. 
iE<Tl) “i m 
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Clearly, A n I + -0. As Ax,/x,=(l/h,)-1 for each in, it follows from 
(25) and (26) that for each i ER, 
L-1> max 
xi 
iEr+ ;-I >O, 
( ) 
or that 
4 < ir$in 4.. 
+ 
(26) implies that for each m E A 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
Now let /I be the smallest positive integer such that 
for some i,, E A and some k, e(n) \A. This definition implies directly that 
t$-‘)=O for each hE( p), each i E A, and each k 4 A. It follows from (23) 
that 
SB-htj~-l) 
kEAh=l ’ 
Now CL > 0, hi0 < 1, and pk > 1, so that fi - 1 >O; thus (30) implies that 
% 
(28) and (29) imply that hi, <Xk, or that 
Hence t,l c) = 0, and this contradicts the definition of p. Therefore we find 
that in f&t (20) holds. n 
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CoR0u.u~~ 22. Let T<S and mE(n). l7wn 
(a) > = ,rn~ ? > 0 + AC, > 0; 
m I 
(b) +ii+O+Ac,<O. 
m 7 
Proof. We only give the proof of part (a). Let Ax,/x,,, =maxiEr+ Axi/xj 
> 0 for some m I. Then Theorem 21 implies that AxJx,,, = 
max,,+,>Ax,/xi > 0, and thus X, =miniE+>A, < 1.. Taking a = 1 in (23), we 
find that 
As (h/k)-l>O and t,,,k>O for each kE(n), it follows that 
As c& > 0, we find that ( A/&,,) - 1< 0, or that k < &,,. Hence, CL, < 1 and 
we therefore find that CA > c,,, or AC, > 0. n 
Note that m B r _ in Corollary 22(a) and m 4 l?+ in 22(b). 
In terms of the open Leontief model Corollary 22(a) asserts that the 
maximum of all relative increases of the productions occurs in an industry in 
which the demand does not decrease. The following example shows that AC,,, 
may be zero. 
Let T be the same as in the example at the end of Sec. 7, and let s =4. 
Take Ac=c=(O,l,O)‘. Then Ax=x= (l,l, 1)‘. This implies that AxJx, is the 
maximum. Hence, m = 1 and AC, = 0. 
COROLLARY 2% Let T <s, and let there be indices jl, jz E I such that 
Axi < 0 and Axi, > 0. Then the following holds: 
Ax 
min -< 
Axi AXi 
r_gIzF-a iE’r_ Xl , + xj 
(32) 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the one of Corollary 9. l 
In terms of the open Leontief model Corollary 23 asserts that the 
maximal relative increase or the minimal relative decrease of the productions 
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occurs in those industries in which the demand increases or decreases, 
respectively. 
It follows directly from Corollary 23 that if I’+(Ac) = { i} for some 
iE(n), then Ax,/xiiAxi/xi for each iE(n). So it is not necessary to 
replace the condition r< 1 by a stronger one as Seneta did in [S, p. 31, (2.5)]. 
The bounds in Theorem 21 are sharp. This follows by taking x = (1, 1,l)’ 
in the examples under Corollary 9. 
COROLLARY 24. Let r<s and c>O. Then the following assertions hold: 
AX. Ax. AC. 
(a) max-=-GA; 
SET+ xi 
Ax, 2;. & 
(b) $?rrl=_;;L>“1* 
Proof. We only give the proof of (a). Let maxi,,+Axi/xi=AxI/xi for 
some i I. Then Theorem 21 implies that Axk.xk < Axi/xi for each 
kE(n). Hence, hk>+, or (A,/+)-l>O, for each kE(n). Taking a=1 in 
(23), we find that 
i: tik(?-l)x;+(;-l)q!=o. 
k=l 
(W 
Hence, (e/4) - 1 < 0, or cq < 4, and so we find that Aci/ci > Axi/xi. n 
THEOREM 25. Let T >O, c>O, r<s, and I?(Ac)#(zI. Then for each 
i @I(Ac) the following holds: 
min(0, &nrf_ 2} <2<max{O,;zF+?]- (34) 
Proof. Only the right-hand part of (34) wiU be proved. We may assume 
that r+ #0 and that Axj/xj > 0 for some j Er+ (see the proof of Theorem 
21). Suppose to the contrary that there is an element m @I such that 
A~m/xm=maxiEr+ Axi/xi > 0. Then Theorem 21 implies that Ax,,,/x,,,= 
maxi E +> Axi /xi > 0. Hence, h, = min, E +,> 4 < 1 and-as m @I-it follows 
that AC,,,= 0 or that k = 1. Taking (Y = 1 in (23), we find that 
&qp-,),+(~-l)c~ =o. 
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If (l/&,)-1=0, then Ax,,,/x,=O, and so it follows that maxi,<,>Axi/xi=O. 
This implies that maxi,,+> Axi = 0, and we find directly-see the proof of 
Theorem 2I-that P+ = 0, which contradicts the fact that I’+ = 0. Hence, 
(l/&J-l>O. As c,,, >0, we find that 
and-as T >0-it follows that (h,/&J - 1 <O, or that & <h, for some 
k E (n) . This contradicts the fact that X, < X, for each i E (n ) . The conclu- 
sion is that in fact AxI/xi<maxi,,+Axi/xi for each i@I. B 
This theorem asserts, in terms of the open Leontief model, that for any 
positive matrix with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue less than one, the relative 
changes of the production in industries with unchanged demands are strictly 
between the maximal relative increase and minimal relative decrease of the 
productions of those industries in which the demands increase and decrease, 
respectively. 
COROLLARY 26. LA T > 0, c > 0, and T <s. Then the following assertions 
hold: 
Proof. This corollary follows from Theorem 25 in the same way as 
Corollary 24 follows from Theorem 21. n 
The interpretation of the assertions of Corollary 24(a) and 26(a) in terms 
of the open Leontief model is as follows: If the maximal relative increase of 
the production occurs in the jth industry, then the relative increase of the 
demand in this industry is greater than (or equal to) it. 
13. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL RELATIVE CHANGE 
OF DEMAND AND PRODUCTION 
LEMMA 27. Let r<s. Then for each i,iE(n) the following holds: 
xi Ax, - xi Axi = ’ x (Cklcli-clciCli)(CkL\Cl-CIACk). 
IsI- T12 k<l 
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Proof. Take any i, i E (n), Then (15) implies that 
- 
1 2 i: (ckiczi-ckjczi)ckAcl 
= ISZ- T12 k=l Z=l 
II note that ckicli - cVcli = - (SIckj - cljcki)] 
THEOREM 28. Let T<S. Then the following holds: 
A4 _ Axi 
y- foreach i,iE(n) w 
AC, Aci 
4 1 'i 
-c_ foreach &/E(n). 
1 
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 27 that if Aci/c, = Aci/ci for 
each i,iE(n), then Axi/xi=Axi/xi for each i,jE(n). In order to prove the 
reverse of this implication we write B = sl- T. Hence c = Bx and AC = B Ax. 
It then follows that for each i, j I 
ciAci- ciAci = x (bikbih-bikbih)(xkAx,,-x,,Axk)r 
k<h 
quite similarly to the proof of Lemma 27. 
Hence, ifAxi/xi=Axi/xi for each i,jE(n), then also Aci/ci=Aci/ci for 
each $/E(n). n 
This theorem asserts in terms of the open Leontief model that all relative 
changes of the demand are equal if and only if all relative changes of the 
production are equal. 
THEOREM 29. Let T <s and n > 3. Then the folbwing assertions hold: 
(a) ci,c4--cijcki >O for each i,i,kE(n); 
(b) For each i,i E(n) with i #i the following holds: Zf ciicii - ciicii >O, 
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then fm each kE(n) with i#k#j it follows that 
C&Q - CiiCki > 0 or CiiCh - cijcls. > 0. 
Proof. 
(a) Take any i,jE(n), and choose c and AC such that c>>O and l?(Ac) = 
r+(Ac)={ i}. Then Th eorem 
from Lemma 26 that 
21 implies that Axi/xi < Axi/xi, and it follows 
1 
O < IsZ-T12 k=r ck41 
i ( . - ckicii)ck Aci. 
As IsZ-T12>0 and Acj>O, we find that Z”,,,(c,c,-c~cji)ck>O. Hence, 
cticki-ciicy>O for each i,i,kE(n). 
(b) Suppose to the contrary that there are indices i,i, kE(n) with 
i#j#k#i such that ciicii-cifcii>O,ciicki-~iicki=O, and ciicti--ciicki=O. 
Then 
q& = cq+ 
cJ_& = ckicii. 
Multiplying the first equation by cji and the other one by cii, we find that 
citcycti = ckiciicii, or that cki(ciicii- ciicii)=O, so that cki=O. But this con- 
tradicts Theorem 11. Consequently, we find that ciicri - ciicM > 0 or ciicU - 
cti ckj > 0. n 
THEOREM 30. Let T<S. There are vectors c>>O and AC with correspond- 
ing vectors x and Ax such that for some i, j E <n> the following holds: 
ac,<pc, ar.& AX. 
'i ‘i 
2>-$ 
I 1 
Proof. r <s implies that ladj(sZ - T) I > 0. So there is a (2,2) submatrix of 
adj(sZ- T) whose determinant is nonzero and hence-according to Theorem 
29(a)-positive. Suppose that caicsi - cPicui >0 for some i,j,a,P E(n) with 
i #i and (Y #fi. Without loss of generality we may assume that i <i and that 
a <,8. Lemma 27 now implies that for each c, AC, x, and Ax, 
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+(‘aic@- pi ai c c )(c,Acp-cpAc,) 
+ 2 
k<l 
(ckicli-c~cli)(ckAc~-c~Ack) . 
(i.i)+(k.[)z(a.8) I 
We distinguish two cases: 
(1) iPa or i#P. Suppose that i#a. Clearly, c and AC may be chosen 
such that c, AC, - cp AC, < 0, ci Aci - ci Aci > 0, and c, Acp - cp AC, is 
sufficiently small that xi Ax, - xi Axi <O. Hence Aci/ci < Aci/ci and Ax/xi > 
Axi/xi. 
(2) i=a and j=fl. Hence ciicji - cjicii > 0. It follows from Theorem 
28(b) that [ cii cai - c~~c,,~ > 0 orc,c,i-cijcOi>O] for each oc<n) with i#a#j 
fi. Suppose that ciicoi - ciicoi > 0 and that i <a. It follows then, in the same 
way as in (1) (by taki n g (Y - i and /3 = a), that c and AC may chosen such that 
Ac,/c, < Aci/ci and Axi/xi > Axi&. n 
In terms of the open Leontief model this theorem means that, in general, 
the maximal or minimal relative changes of the demand and the production 
do not occur in the same industry. In fact, it is always possible to find a 
demand vector c and a demand change vector AC such that Aci/ci is 
maximal or minimal, but Axj/xi is not maximal or minimal, respectively. 
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